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 Also works with AE CS5 and earlier. A: The best option is still to modify this file. There is a script available here that includes a test to check if the library was made properly and if not can repair it. As an alternative you can use the following steps: In Cs6 open the command bar and go to: File > Scripts > Scripts Library Open the Effect Scripts library and remove the library if it exists. Right click on
"Library Effects" and select "Inspect Element" Open the "Export for Actionscript" window and in the text box for Flash CS6 or CS5 select the entry "library" In the Action script window select the library created in the first step and copy it into the text box for Action script (you can see it there if you have the cursor placed near the text) Close the Action script window and go back to the command bar
and execute the script again. This time it should work. Colorimetric detection of G-quadruplex-specific DNA via the hybridization of a red-emitting thrombin aptamer. A simple and rapid method was developed for detecting G-quadruplex-specific DNA (G-DNA) based on the colorimetric detection of the G-DNA. The procedure involved two steps: (i) the hybridization of G-DNA with the thrombin

aptamer (TBA) to form a G-DNA/TBA complex; and (ii) the addition of a red-emitting ligand that bound to TBA at high concentrations to generate a rhodamine-labeled TBA with a colorimetric response. The presence of G-DNA led to a reduction in the fluorescence intensity of rhodamine-labeled TBA, which was proportional to the amount of G-DNA. The assay was highly specific and did not
respond to duplex DNA, single-stranded DNA, and double-stranded DNA. In addition, the fluorescence of TBA could be restored by G-DNA-specific DNAzyme that hydrolyzed G-DNA to guanine and inorganic phosphate. The detection of G-DNA was accomplished in the presence of K(+) ions with a linear range of 5 nM to 5 μM and a detection limit of 5 nM. In addition, a highly sensitive

detection of G-DNA with a detection limit of 80 nM could be achieved by using 82157476af
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